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LONDON: Arsenal won an explosive north London
derby as Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang’s brace and
Alexandre Lacazette’s crucial strike inspired a pulsating
4-2 win over bitter rivals Tottenham yesterday.

Unai Emery’s side extended their unbeaten run to 19
matches in all competitions after fighting back from 2-1
down in arguably the Premier League’s game of the
season so far. Aubameyang’s penalty had put Arsenal
ahead before Eric Dier’s header and a Harry Kane spot-
kick gave Tottenham the lead at half-time at the
Emirates Stadium. Dier’s gloating celebration in front of
Arsenal’s fans had triggered a touchline brawl involving
Arsenal substitutes. But the fireworks were far from
over as Aubameyang’s superb long-range equaliser
sparked a second half surge from the Gunners.

Lacazette came off the bench to put Arsenal ahead
and Lucas Torreira sealed the points with his first goal
for the club. Capping a miserable day for Jan
Vertonghen, the Tottenham defender was sent off in the
closing stages after earlier giving away Arsenal’s penal-
ty. It was only Arsenal’s second win in the last nine
league north London derbies and, while stealing local
bragging rights is always sweet, this felt like a signifi-
cant moment for Emery’s team in the bigger picture.

Emery has revitalised Arsenal since the depressing
final years of Arsene Wenger’s reign.

But losses to Manchester City and Chelsea and a
draw with Liverpool had raised questions about
Arsenal’s ability to compete for a top four finish. This
stirring comeback was exactly the kind of statement of
intent Arsenal needed as they moved above Tottenham
into fourth place on goal difference.

Ending their hated neighbours’ six-match winning
run showed Arsenal aren’t content to let the balance of
power in north London remain with Tottenham.

Biting into challenges and harrying Tottenham into
panicked mistakes, Arsenal made a blistering start and
their relentless tempo paid dividends in the 10th minute.

Vertonghen jumped with Shkodran Mustafi as they
challenged for a corner and the Belgian’s raised arm
clearly made contact with the ball as he tried to block
the Arsenal defender’s header.

Fever pitch 
Referee Mike Dean awarded a penalty and

Aubameyang sent Hugo Lloris the wrong way from the
spot for his 11th goal of the season. Despite being dom-
inated for the opening half hour, Tottenham snatched a
30th minute equaliser as the derby reached fever pitch.

Christian Eriksen’s inswinging free-kick caught
Arsenal captain Granit Xhaka flat-footed and Dier
nipped in to head past Bernd Leno’s weak attempted
save. Dier celebrated by holding his finger to his mouth
to indicate the Arsenal fans should keep quiet and his
inflammatory gesture quickly sparked a touchline
brawl. Arsenal substitutes Stephan Lichtsteiner and
Aaron Ramsey took exception to Dier’s taunting,
prompting a bout of pushing and shoving. The goal and
subsequent fracas sparked Tottenham into life and four
minutes later they were ahead. Son Heung-Min’s pace
was too much for Arsenal to handle and Rob Holding
responded by making a rash sliding challenge on the
South Korean in the penalty area. There was only mini-
mal contact but Son fell to the turf and, to Arsenal’s
fury, Dean pointed to the spot.

Kane lashed home the penalty for a record-equalling
eighth Premier League goal in north London derbies.
Arsenal’s sense of injustice spurred them on and Emery
responded by sending on Ramsey and Lacazette, back
from a groin injury, at half-time.

They proved inspired moves as Gabon forward
Aubameyang conjured a majestic equaliser in the 56th
minute. Hector Bellerin’s long pass was flicked on by
Ramsey and Aubameyang was first to the pass,
unleashing a ferocious strike that flashed past the dis-
believing Lloris from 20 yards.

Tottenham had reverted to their earlier timid per-
formance and Arsenal went ahead in the 74th minute.

Lacazette slipped when he took aim from the edge
of the area, but his miscued shot took a deflection off
Dier and trickled past Lloris. Torreira delivered the

knockout blow three minutes later, running onto
Aubameyang’s pass and fired low into the far corner.

There was still time for Vertonghen to see red for an
85th minute lunge on Lacazette that rounded off
Arsenal’s perfect afternoon.—  AFP

Aubameyang stars as Arsenal 
fightback stuns Tottenham

Arsenal’s second win in the last nine league

MILAN: Cristiano Ronaldo converted a penalty to
cap a dominant 3-0 win for Juventus over Fiorentina
on Saturday as the Italian champions continued their
charge to an eighth consecutive league title by
opening an 11-point lead on top of Serie A.

Ronaldo slotted in his 10th goal from 14 league
games from the spot after 79 minutes, to add to
Rodrigo Bentancur’s opener after half an hour in
Tuscany with captain Giorgio Chiellini volleying in
after 69 minutes.

The Portuguese star was substituted just after-
wards for the first time this season after receiving a
yellow card, spending the last 10 minutes on the
bench. “Great team effort. Important win,” the five-
time Ballon d’Or winner wrote on social media after
the game. Massimiliano Allegri’s side have 40 points
from 14 games with second-place Napoli on 29
points before they host Atalanta today. It was
Juventus’ fifth consecutive win in the championship
and 13th in 14 games, as they have won all their away
games, with just one home draw against Genoa. 

“This is a squad of great champions, great talents,
but above all of great men,” said Allegri. “Technique
alone is not enough, you need humility ... you need
players who are open to chasing opponents down, of
working for their teammates.

“We knew the difficulties, but we soon took com-
mand of the game,” said Allegri, just days after his
side seal their ticket to the Champions League
knock-out rounds. “In the second half Fiorentina
created problems for us but the victory was
deserved.

“When you have such talented players in attack,
they don’t need too many instructions and it’s impor-
tant not to limit them,” continued Allegri.  “We just
have to get the ball up to them.”

Juventus dominated the game before which trib-
utes were paid to former Fiorentina captain and
Italian international Davide Astori who died suddenly
last March.

Midtable Fiorentina threatened in the second half
through Federico Chiesa and Jordan Veretout but fell
to their first home defeat this season, with Stefano
Pioli’s side without a win since September 30.

“We came up against the strongest team in Italy.
It’s an ugly, heavy defeat which I do not think it
reflects the match,” said Pioli. “We’re not where we
want to be, but the goal remains Europe.”

Uruguay international Bentancur broke through
after a solo run with an angled low finish into the
corner of the net.

Juventus goalkeeper Wojciech Szcz?sny saved
two Chiesa efforts after the break with a Ronaldo
freekick denied by Fiorentina goalkeeper Alban
Lafont. Chiellini picked up a corner to turn in the
second for the veteran defender’s first goal of the
season.

Ten minutes later Mario Mandzukic’s cross
caught Edmilson’s arm with Ronaldo slotting in the
resulting penalty before being replaced by Federico
Bernardeschi after a yellow card for his goal celebra-
tion. He becomes the first Juventus player to score
ten goals in his debut 14 season since Welsh interna-
tional John Charles in 1957-58. 

In Genoa, Fabio Quagliarella continued his goal
spree with a brace which helped get Sampdoria back
winning after five games with a 4-1 success which
piled the pressure on struggling Bologna.—AFP

Ronaldo caps 
dominant win 
as Juve move 
11 points clear

LONDON: Tottenham Hotspur’s English striker Harry Kane (C) vies with Arsenal’s Greek defender Sokratis
Papastathopoulos (R) during the English Premier League football match between Arsenal and Tottenham
Hotspur at the Emirates Stadium in London yesterday. — AFP

MADRID: Real Madrid’s revival under Santiago Solari
appears to be back on track after they moved up to
fifth in La Liga with a 2-0 win over Valencia on
Saturday.  An own-goal from Valencia’s Daniel Wass
gave Madrid an early lead before Lucas Vazquez added
a late second to wrap up their sixth win in seven games
under their new coach. 

The 3-0 thrashing by Eibar last weekend, in Solari’s
first official game in charge, had placed the depth of the
recovery in doubt but this was another assured display
to back up an impressive Champions League win over
Roma in midweek.  “We did not play well against Eibar
but we were good in Rome, and we were really good
today,” Solari said. Madrid move two points behind
Barcelona and only three adrift of leaders Sevilla, albeit

with both still to play later. Valencia stay 13th. 
Marcelino’s side, attempting a comeback of sorts

themselves after a poor start to the season, offered dis-
appointingly little, save for a 20-minute spell at the
start of the second half. 

“We deserved to equalise,” Marcelino said. “For a
long time in the second half we were better than Real
Madrid.” Otherwise, their opponents controlled the
contest and while Gareth Bale’s league drought
stretched to 10 games, his longest ever, the Welshman
played a lead role in an energetic performance before
coming off in the second half.

He appeared to signal some discomfort with his right
thigh when sitting on the bench, with Solari confirming
afterwards that Bale had “felt a problem”. The Santiago
Bernabeu was almost packed out, eight days before
Boca Juniors and River Plate are due to play here in the
postponed second leg of the Copa Libertadores final. 

With La Liga still pushing for Barcelona’s game
against Girona to be staged in Miami, there was per-
haps something to be savoured in two Spanish teams, in
a Spanish competition, playing in a Spanish stadium. 

Isco is one of Spain’s primary talents but is still to be
picked in a starting line-up by Solari. This was the mid-
fielder’s seventh consecutive game out of the side and
while he came on to cheers, 10 minutes with Madrid
already ahead were only crumbs for comfort. 

Bale seemed more pinned to the left wing than he
has been for a long time and he rolled back the years
with a straight run down the line before whipping in an
early cross. Karim Benzema’s ambitious volley sailed
just wide. 

Madrid had made much the better start and in the
eighth minute, took the lead. Wass headed into his own
net but Dani Carvajal led the celebrations. He kept the
ball alive before rummaging past Gabriel Paulista and
Jose Gaya. The flicked cross gave Wass too little time to
react.  Valencia made hardly any impact on the half,
pressed and harried into submission. Neto skewed a
clearance under pressure but then made up for his
error by denying Bale from close range.  Fortunate only
to be one behind, Valencia improved after the break.
Santi Mina blazed over with only Thibaut Courtois to

beat. Gaya’s cutback was slightly misplaced. Paulista
volleyed over on the stretch from three yards. 

Bale was replaced by Marco Asensio, who should
have given Madrid breathing space but his finish was
blocked by Ezequiel Garay. — AFP

Madrid back to 
winning ways 
under Solari 

MADRID: Real Madrid’s Spanish midfielder Marco
Asensio (L) challenges Valencia’s Argentinian
defender Ezequiel Garay during the Spanish league
football match between Real Madrid and Valencia at
the Santiago Bernabeu stadium in Madrid on
Saturday. — AFP

MILAN: AC Milan staged a second-half comeback to
beat Parma 2-1 at San Siro and move back into the top
four in Serie A yesterday. Parma stunned Inter in
September with a 1-0 win in Milan and threatened to
repeat the feat when Roberto Inglese put them in front
early in the second half, but a Patrick Cutrone strike
and a Franck Kessie penalty secured the three points
for the Rossoneri.

Milan coach Gennaro Gattuso had questioned the
logic of handing his side an early kickoff on Sunday
after their Europa League exertions three days before,
and he also had to deal with the absence of six injured
players and suspended striker Gonzalo Higuain.

Yet his players responded with their seventh victory
of the season, lifting them above Lazio into fourth place
on 25 points ahead of the Roman club’s trip to Chievo
later. Parma remain in sixth place on 20 points, but
could be overtaken by AS Roma, Sassuolo, Atalanta and
Torino by the end of the weekend’s fixtures.

Parma’s Antonino Barilla found himself unmarked
inside the box in the first half but his first touch let him
down, before Milan’s Suso drew a smart save from
Parma goalkeeper Luigi Sepe and Riccardo Gagliolo
headed wide from six metres out for the visitors.

Parma silenced the 53,000-strong crowd five min-
utes into the second half when Inglese rose high at the
near post to head in from a corner, but their lead lasted
just five minutes before Cutrone latched onto a deflect-
ed cross and fired a volley into the corner to draw

Milan level. With 20 minutes left on the clock, a VAR
review showed that Parma defender Alessandro
Bastoni, on loan from Milan’s city rivals Inter, was guilty

of handball inside the box and Kessie duly sent Sepe
the wrong way from the resulting penalty to complete
the comeback. —Reuters

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

SPANISH LEAGUE
Levante v Athletic de Bilbao 23:00
beIN SPORTS HD 3

ITALIAN CALCIO LEAGUE
Atalanta v SSC Napoli 22:30
beIN SPORTS 

GERMAN BUNDESLIGA 
FC Nuremberg v Bayer 04 Leverkusen 22:30
beIN SPORTS HD 5

Milan fight back 
to beat Parma

MILAN: AC Milan’s Italian forward Patrick Cutrone (L) fights for the ball with Parma’s Slovenian midfielder Leo
Stulac (R) during the Italian Serie A football match between AC Milan and Parma at the San Siro stadium in
Milan yesterday. — AFP


